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511 511 keVkeV Positron line from GC/bulgePositron line from GC/bulge
extended spherical bulge with ~8 extended spherical bulge with ~8 
deg FWHM (~1.1 deg FWHM (~1.1 kpckpc) ) 

bulge / disk ratio = 3bulge / disk ratio = 3--9 (c.f. mass 9 (c.f. mass 
ratio 0.3ratio 0.3--1.0, Robin+1.0, Robin+’’03)03)

positron production rate  ~1.5x10positron production rate  ~1.5x104343

ss--11

No good explanations No good explanations 
bulge bulge not by young starsnot by young stars
SN SN IaIa not sufficient ratenot sufficient rate
MeVMeV mass dark matter annihilation?mass dark matter annihilation? Knodlseder et al. 2005



OutlineOutline
Can Can SgrSgr A* be the origin of the 511 A* be the origin of the 511 keVkeV line?line?

Not by the currently observed accretion rateNot by the currently observed accretion rate
SgrSgr A*A*’’s accretion rate is extremely lows accretion rate is extremely low

However, there are some evidences for a much higher However, there are some evidences for a much higher 
accretion rate in the pastaccretion rate in the past

XX--ray reflection nebulae, mass outflow, ray reflection nebulae, mass outflow, ……

My bottom line:My bottom line:
Typical accretion rate of Typical accretion rate of SgrSgr A* is much higher than observed A* is much higher than observed 
nownow

511 511 keVkeV line can be explained by such a high rateline can be explained by such a high rate
Such a high rate is theoretically reasonableSuch a high rate is theoretically reasonable

SgrSgr A* is currently in a special time with low accretion rateA* is currently in a special time with low accretion rate
Reason: SNR Reason: SNR SgrSgr A East! A East! 



The RIAF Model for The RIAF Model for SgrSgr A*A*
RadiativelyRadiatively Inefficient Accretion Flow (RIAF):Inefficient Accretion Flow (RIAF):

A generalized concept from ADAFA generalized concept from ADAF
successfully applied to many low successfully applied to many low EddingtonEddington ratio BH systemsratio BH systems

Yuan+’04, quiescent flaring phase



Properties of the RIAF Model for Properties of the RIAF Model for SgrSgr A*A*

Outer boundary at Outer boundary at BondiBondi radius from Xradius from X--ray observationray observation
quiescent Xquiescent X--ray emission spatially resolved by Chandra (~2ray emission spatially resolved by Chandra (~2””~0.03 pc)~0.03 pc)
BondiBondi accretion rate ~10accretion rate ~10--66 MMsunsun / yr/ yr

NonNon--conserving mass accretion flowconserving mass accretion flow
necessary to evade the constraint from Faraday rotation observatnecessary to evade the constraint from Faraday rotation observationsions

It predicts It predicts outflowoutflow
nonnon--conserving mass accretion rate conserving mass accretion rate outflowoutflow
ADIOS (ADIOS (BlandfordBlandford & & BegelmanBegelman ’’99)99)
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The RIAF Scaling Laws The RIAF Scaling Laws 

can we explain various can we explain various 
evidences for past high activity evidences for past high activity 
of of SgrSgr A* by this scaling?A* by this scaling?
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Evidence for Brighter Past LEvidence for Brighter Past LXX of of SgrSgr A*A*
XX--ray reflection nebulae indicate that ray reflection nebulae indicate that SgrSgr A* was much A* was much 
brighter (Lbrighter (LXX~10~103939--4040 erg/s) ~300 yrs ago erg/s) ~300 yrs ago 

Now: LNow: LXX~10~1033 33 （（quiescentquiescent）） to10to103434--3535 erg (flaring)erg (flaring)
Koyama et al. (1996), Murakami et al. (2000), Koyama et al. (1996), Murakami et al. (2000), RevnivtsevRevnivtsev et al. 2004), Koyama et al. 2004), Koyama 
et al. (2007)et al. (2007)

boost factor boost factor ffBB ~ 10~ 1033--44 required for Yuan+ required for Yuan+ ’’04 model04 model
still in RIAF regime (Lstill in RIAF regime (LXX ~4x10~4x103939 erg/s ~ 10erg/s ~ 10--55 LLEddEdd))



Evidence for Mass Outflow from GC:Evidence for Mass Outflow from GC:
I. Galactic Center Lobe (GCL)I. Galactic Center Lobe (GCL)

mass outflow inferred from radio mass outflow inferred from radio 
and infrared and infrared obsobs.: .: 

a few degree ~ 300 pca few degree ~ 300 pc
~100 km/s ~100 km/s 
~10~105555 ergerg
time scale: ~10time scale: ~1066 yrsyrs

SofueSofue & Handa1984& Handa1984
SofueSofue 19851985
BlandBland--Hawthorn & Cohen Hawthorn & Cohen ’’04 04 

Bland-Hawthorn & Cohen ’03 
Image: MSX 8.3 um (dust)
Contour: 3 cm (thermal)



Evidence for Mass Outflow from GC:Evidence for Mass Outflow from GC:
II. Expanding Molecular Ring (EMR)II. Expanding Molecular Ring (EMR)
expanding molecular clouds expanding molecular clouds ((KaifuKaifu et al. et al. ‘‘72; 72; ScovilleScoville ’’72;...)72;...)

R~300 km/sR~300 km/s
V~100 km/sV~100 km/s
E ~ 2x10E ~ 2x105555 ergerg
time scale ~10time scale ~1066 yrsyrs Scoville 1972



Outflow and  the RIAF Model of Outflow and  the RIAF Model of SgrSgr A*A*

All evidences indicate All evidences indicate LLkinkin ~ 10~ 104242 erg/serg/s
corresponding to corresponding to ffBB ~ 10~ 1033--44, consistent with what required for X, consistent with what required for X--ray ray 
reflection nebulae reflection nebulae 
time scale of the high activity >~ 10time scale of the high activity >~ 1066--77 yryr

starburst activity rather than SMBH?starburst activity rather than SMBH?
~0.01 SN / yr  assuming 10~0.01 SN / yr  assuming 105151 erg per one SNerg per one SN
almost comparable with the total Galactic SN ratealmost comparable with the total Galactic SN rate 0.0190.019±±0.011 /yr 0.011 /yr 
(Diehl et al. (Diehl et al. ’’06)06)
No evidence for such nuclear starburst from No evidence for such nuclear starburst from 2626Al gammaAl gamma--ray observationray observation



Positron Production from the RIAF Positron Production from the RIAF 
model of model of SgrSgr A*A*

production processes in accretion flow:production processes in accretion flow:
ee--ee-- ee--ee--ee--ee++

ee--γγ ee--ee--ee++

γγγγ ee--ee++

ejection by outflowejection by outflow

predicted positron production rate is close to what required fropredicted positron production rate is close to what required from m 
observations (~10observations (~104343 /s) when /s) when ffBB ~ 10~ 1033--44

high bulge/disk ratio naturally explainedhigh bulge/disk ratio naturally explained

injection positron energy and propagation distance consistent wiinjection positron energy and propagation distance consistent with th 
observationsobservations

time scale of the high activity must be >~10time scale of the high activity must be >~1077 yryr
from positron annihilation time scale in ISMfrom positron annihilation time scale in ISM



A Good Hypothesis A Good Hypothesis 

typical (mean) accretion rate of typical (mean) accretion rate of SgrSgr A* in the A* in the 
past ~10past ~1077 yrs has been 10yrs has been 1033--44 times higher than times higher than 
the currently observed ratethe currently observed rate

XX--ray reflection nebulaeray reflection nebulae
Outflow evidenceOutflow evidence
511 511 keVkeV line emissionline emission



Why Why SgrSgr A* Currently So Dim?A* Currently So Dim?

SNR SNR SgrSgr A East shell seems to have A East shell seems to have 
overrun overrun SgrSgr A* about a few hundreds years A* about a few hundreds years 
ago (Maeda+ ago (Maeda+ ’’02)02)

SgrSgr A East is energetic enough to destroy A East is energetic enough to destroy 
the former accretion flowthe former accretion flow with fwith fBB~10~1033--44

suppress the current accretion ratesuppress the current accretion rate

The RIAF model withThe RIAF model with ffBB~10~1033--44 is naturally is naturally 
connected to the ambient medium (ionized connected to the ambient medium (ionized 
gas) at r ~ 1 pc (gravitationally effective gas) at r ~ 1 pc (gravitationally effective 
radius of SMBH)radius of SMBH)

time scale of >~10time scale of >~1077 yr is possibleyr is possible
A natural time scale for AGN activityA natural time scale for AGN activity

Maeda+ ‘02

ne~102-3 cm-3



Is Is SgrSgr A* special as an AGN?A* special as an AGN?

Is the increased luminosity (LIs the increased luminosity (LXX~10~103939 erg/s) especially bright?erg/s) especially bright?
No!No!
Nuclei of LNuclei of LXX~10~103939--4040 erg/s are quite often found in nearby normal erg/s are quite often found in nearby normal 
galaxies (e.g., Ho 2004)galaxies (e.g., Ho 2004)

Current Current SgrSgr A* accretion rate is rather surprisingly low!A* accretion rate is rather surprisingly low!

Are we living in a special time of low accretion?Are we living in a special time of low accretion?
Yes!Yes!
SgrSgr A* is on the edge of A* is on the edge of SgrSgr A East shellA East shell
~100 OB stars in r<1pc (~100 OB stars in r<1pc (PaumardPaumard+ + ’’06) 06) SN rate ~1.7x10SN rate ~1.7x10--55 /yr/yr

chance probability of witnessing chance probability of witnessing SgrSgr A* just 300 yrs after a SNR shell A* just 300 yrs after a SNR shell 
passage is ~1%  ...  not extraordinarily smallpassage is ~1%  ...  not extraordinarily small



ConclusionsConclusions
The mean accretion rate of The mean accretion rate of SgrSgr A* in the past 10A* in the past 1077 yr is yr is 
likely to be higher than the current rate by a factor of likely to be higher than the current rate by a factor of 
~10~1033--44

past high Xpast high X--ray luminosity (from Xray luminosity (from X--ray reflection nebulae) ray reflection nebulae) 
Mass outflow (from GCL, EMR, Mass outflow (from GCL, EMR, ……))
bulge 511 bulge 511 keVkeV line emissionline emission

the high activity is physically natural in the GC the high activity is physically natural in the GC 
environmentenvironment

the current low rate is due to the interaction with SNR the current low rate is due to the interaction with SNR 
SgrSgr A EastA East

See TT 2006, PASJ, 58, 965 (astroSee TT 2006, PASJ, 58, 965 (astro--ph/0607414) for detailsph/0607414) for details


